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ABSTRACT
A comparison study for the methods of obtaining the MTF of optical
systems was performed. It is demonstrated that non-Fourier methods are
as good predictors of the MTF as are the Fourier methods. A new tech
nique based on the moment theorem is introduced and is found to be a
good predictor. A computer algorithm has been written to perform all
the necessary operations.
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INTRODUCTION
The Optical Transfer Function (OTF) and the Modulation Transfer
Function (MTF), are used for comparing the image quality of lenses. The
MTF/OTF is a function of spatial frequency and can be derived from
either the line spread function or the edge response function. Both
will, however, contain some error term when obtained by experimentation.
Each element of an experimental set-up can introduce error but the worst
elements are: source fluctuation, non uniformity of the detector,
amplifier noise and emulsion grain when an emulsion is involved.
The methods currently used to compute MTF or OTF all involve some
degree of estimation and smoothing to minimize the experimental error,
which results in some degree of degradation of the MTF. Whether smooth
ing is accomplished by convolution with an appropriate function, by
regression analysis on a model, or by other schemes, the object is to
extract from the data the best estimate of the true signal. Different
techniques, however, may result in different estimates, and each may
have advantages, depending on what the user is really looking for.
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
The ability to make fine details individually visible has been
taken as a criterion of the quality of optical systems from the earliest
times. The oldest optical instruments were the microscope and the
telescope. Microscopists were using natural objects of periodic struc
ture while astronomers were chiefly concerned with double stars.
In 1834, Airy^ J computed the light distribution in the image of a
point as formed by an aberrationless lens and showed that the image
consists of a central disk, containing 84% of the light, surrounded by
weak rings of diminishing intensity, the size of the central disk being
inversely proportional to the size of the camera lens. The images can
thus approach each other more closely for a given illuminance drop
between them as the lens is increased in size. Later, Raleigh
introduced the concept of resolving power of an optical system based on
the criterion that the center of one pattern should lie on the first
dark ring of the other, when looking at two near objects.
In the 1950' s it was increasingly realized that the advantages
of resolving power as a criterion of quality are illusory, mainly
because it depends so greatly on the conditions of observation. Working
in optics and in electronic communications, Duffieux, Rose, Schade,
Shannon, and Weiner were among those who first applied Fourier analysis
and transfer theory to the problems of information recording and
(2)
handling. Following this lead, significant advances in the analysis
of photographic images were made by Fellgett, Linfoot, Jones, Lambert,
(2)
Zweig, and many others.
Many methods were developed to measure the modulation transfer
function. The techniques are basically grouped in two categories:
Fourier and non-Fourier.
(3)
For a linear imagingv system, the MTF is the modulus of the
Fourier transform of the line spread function l(x).
MTF(f) = J l(x) e(-i2*f*) dx (D
The line spread function being the derivative of the edge spread func
tion e(x).
MTF(f) = J d(ex) e(-12nfx) dx
- dx
(2)
Many variations of this scheme have been used. Provision must be
made, however, for removal of noise and instrument effects. Sine wave
techniques, which are numerous and amongst the best known, are exten
sively described by Perrin. Jones^ ' devised a technique employing a
computer, where the edge function is calculated based on a microdensi-
tometer trace. Differentiation and smoothing are done simulaneously by
convolution with a special function. This yields a noise-free line
spread function which is Fourier transformed numerically to give the
MTF. However, problems from truncation of the data set appear when
(5)
numerical methods are applied. Tatian expressed the MTF as a
trigonometric series whose coefficients are proportional to sampled
values of the edge function and BarakaX
' derived the MTF directly from
the edge function by inversion of a Fredholm integral equation of the
first kind.
Alternative schemes have been developed which avoid the need for
numerical differentiation and Fourier transformation. Scott, Scott and
Shack^ described a method whereby they smooth the edge trace by hand
and extract first the square wave response by simply taking finite sums
and differences. Clark has proposed^- ' a method whereby the spread
function and the transfer function are estimated simultaneously by the
(8 9 12)
use of Gaussian approximation or what others^ ' ' J would call matched
filter. Granger^ ' has proposed a technique, based on the moment
theorem/ ^ by which the OTF can closely be approximated for the
40-100% modulation portion of the curve.
The above is only a short overview of all the work that has been
done to date in the world of image quality. For a more detailed study
of the literature, the reader is referred to Perrin^ J and Clark,
since both offer an extensive review of the subject.
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
The optical transfer function of an incoherent image forming system
indicates the extent to which the modulation of a sinusoidal ly varying
irradiance distribution is changed by image spreading as a function of
(13)
spatial frequencyX J Consider the self-luminous and, therefore,
incoherent source depicted in figure 1. The light emitted by each point
on the object plane is processed by the optical system and emerges as a
spot on the image plane. This patch of light, known as the "point
spread function", is the two dimensional irradiance distribution in the
image of an idealized point radiation source. The point spread function
can be integrated along any axis to yield the one dimensional "line
spread function", with no loss of information in that direction
(figure 2). Consider now a semi-infinite planar source of radiation,
bounded on one edge by a perfectly straight line. This source can be
decomposed into an infinite array of line sources, each parallel to the
edge and each seen in the image plane as the line spread function.
Since the total irradiance for any line in the image is the sum of the
contributions from the spread functions of all the lines in the source,
the irradiance distribution in the image of the half-plane is simply the
cumulative integral of the line spread function, and is called the "edge
(14)
response
function" (figure 3). In an isoplanatic linear imaging
system, the irradiance distribution in the image can be represented as a
mathematical convolution of the object distribution with the system
, *
+- (15)
spread function.
image optic object
Fig. 1 The point spread function.
image optic object
Fig. 2 The line spread function
image optic object
Fig. 3 The edge response function.
Imaging systems that use incoherent illumination have been seen to
obey the intensity convolution integral and should therefore be
frequency-analysed as linear mappings of intensity distributions.
The OTF is defined^ ' as the Fourier transform of the line spread
Kx):
oo ...
OTF(f) = J l(x) e(_127rfx)dx (3)
oo oo
=
J"
l(x)cos(27ifx)dx + i J l(x)sin(2nfx)dx (4)
= (real part, r(f)) + (imaginary part, i(f))
The normalized OTF has its maximum of unity at the origin and
because it is the Fourier transform of the real valued l(x), we know
(23)
that its modulus is an even function and that its phase is odd. The
(24)
OTF is called "Hermitian" functionv since its real part is even and
its imaginary part is odd.
The MTF is the modulus of the 0TF:(18)
MTF(f) =
(r(f)2
+ i(f)2)(J) (5)
(22)
and the phase shift, when present, is the phase of the complex OTFX
'
PH(f) = arctan(-i(f)/r(f)) (6)
(19)
It can easily be
seenv that when the i(f) = 0 for all frequen
cies then PH(f) = 0 and the OTF is real. The imaginary term, i(f), will
be zero when l(x) in eqn. 4 is even. By definition/
g0(x) is odd if: gQ(x) = -gQ(-x) (7)
ge(x) is even if: gg(x) = ge(-x) (7)
It is more practical to obtain image structure data from edge
traces, than from the point or the line spread functions. ' Hence, the
first derivative of the edge function e(x) gives the line spread func
tion l(x) which, when Fourier transformed, yields the OTF(f), or as
demonstrated by Gaskill/ ^ the transform of e(x) multiplied by (i'27tf)
will also give the OTF.
CO
OTF(f) = (i2nf) J e(x) e(_i27Tfx)dx (9)
-oo
We shall now concentrate on discrete functions since the experi
mentally acquired data, as well as the numerical computations, are
generally done on discrete sets of data points.
roc\
As suggested by Goodman, a function can accurately be recon
structed, if the sampled values are taken at regular intervals which do
not exceed some critical value. If the values of a function vary
gradually from one point to the next, then it would seem possible, at
least to some degree of approximation, to recover the original function
with relatively few data points. If the function varies rapidly, then
many samples will have to be taken very close together for the data to
reasonably represent the function. If a frequency, fmax, exists beyond
which the Fourier transform is zero, then the function is band limited;
fmax is the
Nyquist*- ' cut-off frequency; and dx = fmax/2 is the
. . , , , (25,27,28)
critical sampling interval X
10
(29) (30)Rabedeauv J
and Tatian have examined the effects v J of truncation
and correction techniques. In most practical cases there is an effec
tive cut-off frequency beyond which spectral contributions are neg
ligible, but if the transform never goes to zero, choosing a practical
cut-off frequency results in truncation of the spectrum. Truncation
will also occur in the space domain due to sampling itself. Physical
limitations of measuring equipment may not allow for sampling at the
Nyquist frequency. In such case, under-sampling will result in
"aliais-
(31 32)ing"v ' '
where high-frequency components of the transform begin to
appear at the lower frequencies.
The OTF/MTF can be approximated, however, by much simpler mathe
matical approaches, one of which is based on the "moment theorem":
Given f(x)
*
F(f) (10)
then F(k)(f) = J
(-i27tx)k
f(x)e(_l2rtfx)dx (11)
-oo
by setting f = 0 and dividing both sides by (-i2n)
J
xk
f(x)dx =
f(k)(0)/(-i27t)k
(12)
-00
so f(k)(0) =
d(k)F(f)/dfk
at f = 0 (13)
and m. = J
xk f(x)dx =
F(k)(0)/(-i27tfx)k
(14)
K
-oo
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As suggested/ } this theorem can be directly applied in our case:
OTF(f) = J 1(X) e("i2nfx) dx (15)
I Kx) (I (-i2nfx)n/n!)dx (16)
n=0
00 oo 00
J"
l(x)dx - (i2nfx)
J"
(l(x) x dx -
2(nf)2 f l(x)
x2
dx
+ high order terms. (17)
00
where f l(x)
xn
dx = m (18)
-oo
00
and where
J"
l(x) dx = 1 (19)
-co
thus OTF(f) = 1 - i^nfm-j^
- 2jr2f2m2 (20)
However, the following condition is used in order for this approxi
mation to be in its useful form:
f l(x) x dx = m2
= 0 (21)
2 2
MTF(f)s 1 - 27t2f2m2 =
e(_2?Tf m2). (22)
so that the function is at its centroid and that i(f) = 0.
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As a general rule, one can assume that the edge response and,
therefore, the line spread function are of Gaussian shape. The advan
tage of using such function is that:
(1/b) Gaus (x/b)
*
Gaus(bf) (23)
2
where Gaus (x/b) = e(-~7T^f/b) ^ (24)
which alleviates the need for complicated Fourier computations.
If l(x) = (1/b) Gaus(x/b) (25)
then OTF(f) = Gaus(bf) (26)
and MTF(f) = OTF(f) = Gaus(bf) (27)
Based on this assumption, and the moment theorem, a statistical
approach is easy to conceive.
x = m,/mn is the mean abscissa (28)
2 ^
and sigma = ((m/m0) - (mXmX )2 = standard deviation (29)
where x tells us where l(x) is concentrated and sigma tells us how much
(35)
it is spread out about the origin.
Now that we know the sigma of l(x), we can match l(x) with a
Gaussian function centered at the origin. Such function would have
m.. = 1 and m, = 0 and thus sigma = m,.
.2^X2_
h
sigma = (b /2rt) 2 = m| for a Gaussian function (30)
and b = sigma x (2n) 2 (31)
13
once we have found the scaling factor
"b" then we know the MTF
MTF(f) = Gaus(bf) (32)
Another approach is the "matched filter" approximation. A least
square fit to a Gaussian function can be obtained by the following
manipulation:
m
LS = I ((1/b) Gaus(x./b) - l(x.))Vm (33)
i=l n n
Where LS = least square and m = number of points in the function. When
LS is minimum then we have found the best Gaussian fit for l(x).
and MTF(f) = Gaus(bf) (34)
The edge gradient technique developed by Scott et al . was
studied but found unpractical for various reasons, of which are those
(34)
explained by the authors themselves, J stipulating that their tech
nique is only valid for symmetrical edge traces. It is possible to
modify such an approach into a more general one. Let's assume that:
e(x) = ramp(x)
thus l(x) = 1/b rect(x/a)
where
"a"
and
"b"
are respectively the width and amplitude factor.
since l(x) Z OTF(f)
then 1/b rect(x/a) = b/a sinc(af)
e*- (35)
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If we now divide the e(x) in two equal gradients and pursue the same
logic, we will obtain the following:
OTF(f) = sinc(af/2)(h1e("i2nfxl) + h2e("i27tfx2}) (36)
By using "n" gradients we get:
OTF(f) = sinc(af/n)(h1e("i27tfxl) + ... + hne(_i27tfxn)) (37)
where "h" is a function of (b/a).
It should be obvious that the accuracy obtained in the OTF
increases with "n". The MTF is obtained using equation 5.
The theoretical considerations introduced here are necessary for
understanding the experimental approach used in this project. The
relevance of these concepts to this particular topic will be discussed
in the following sections.
15
OBJECTIVES
The purpose of this research is to establish, for the first time, a
comparison of the results obtained using the various methods of MTF/OTF
analysis.
The following techniques were selected for this purpose:
a) Edge gradient;
b) Direct derivative of the edge trace + FFT;
c) Jones automated technique;
d) Tatian technique;
e) Second moment approximation;
f) Statistical approach; and
g) Matched filter.
It will be demonstrated that non-Fourier techniques are very
powerful and thus can accurately predict the Modulation Transfer Func
tion of a given optical system. To study the response of each tech
nique, theoretical edge traces will be used in conjunction with a noise
function, to verify the behavior of the techniques under different
conditions. Then actual edge traces will be used to see how each
technique behaves under real life conditions.
16
EXPERIMENTAL
The project was performed in two parts. First a computer algorithm
"MTF TECH" was written to perform all the necessary manipulations
involved in solving for each technique. Each technique can be performed
separately or successively.
A random noise generator subroutine has been included and can be
called upon to add noise, point by point, to the edge trace being
investigated. The noise function is defined as follows:
h
n(x) = ((n2 + n + n3 + n4 + n5 + n6) -
3)/(1.5)2 (36)
where n, to nr are random values 0 < n. < 1. The DC value is removed by16 i J
subtracting 3 from the summation. Dividing by the expected standard
deviation of .707 will provide a n(x) with a standard deviation of 1.0.
The user is prompted for the noise level, alpha, he wishes to use. This
factor is multiplied by n(x).
An N order polynomial fit subroutine can be called upon to find
an adequate fit to the edge trace. In case both the additive noise and
the polynomial fit are wanted, the noise will be added first followed by
the fit.
A Fast Fourier Transform subroutine is included and called upon
when performing Jones automated technique and the direct derivative +
FFT technique.
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Other subroutines are also included to perform tasks such as
normalization, differentiation, creating and saving files. Table 1
tells us about the computer time required by each technique to find a
solution.
Another program "NOISE GENERATOR/STATS" was written to verify the
mean square error and the standard deviation of the random noise func
tion n(x).
Creating such programs was the largest part of the project. The
author had only a limited knowledge of computer related science and even
less of the APPLE computer system programming techniques.
Only two of the techniques did not work as advertised which caused
additional burden in completing this part. These problems will be
discussed in the next section. Listings of the programs are in Appen
dix A.
The second part of this project consisted in taking actual edge
traces experimentally. For this an apparatus of the simplest type was
set up. A point source can be imitated by the use of a device such as
the one described in fig. 4. Such incoherent source of light can now be
used to illuminate a lens under test in a set up as in fig. 5. A knife
edge is used to scan the image plane of such system to provide a varia
tion of intensity at the silicon cell detector. A plot of the measured
intensity versus the blade location is called "EDGE TRACE".
18
Method Time required to process
direct derivative + FFT
Jones automated technique
Tatian
edge gradient technique
statistical approach
second moment approximation
matched filter
5 minutes
5 minutes
2 minutes
43 minutes
30 seconds
30 seconds
5 minutes
Table 1. Table of the time required, by each technique, to perform the
computer operations resulting in the MTF.
19
3 t.@ O /
Fig. 4 Schematic of the set up for obtaining a point source of
incoherent light.
A small bulb/lens unit (1) serves as the system source. A focusing
lens (2) images the object source onto the extremity of a fiber optic
(3) which in turn transmits light from the inside of the lighttight box
(4) and forms a very brilliant and uniform dot of incoherent light at
its other extremity (7). The microscope objective (5) is there to allow
adjustment of the pinhole diameter (6).
k
-
-
-
-
-. 1
-1
an
Fig. 5 Schematic of the set up for the edge trace analysis.
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The pinhole source (1) obtained from fig. 1 is now used to illum
inate a lens-to-test (2). A knife edge (3) scans the image plane (4)
at a constant spacing, dx. A silicon cell detector (5) transmits the
intensity received, for each position of the edge, to an amplifier (6)
and, subsequently, to a digital multimeter.
The light source output was measured and kept at a constant level,
high enough to be recorded by the detector. The detector/amplifier was
tested and found to have a linear response with no measured noise
effect. A BG 18 filter was placed in front of the detector to eliminate
infra-red from the image plane. Five edge traces were obtained using
the above set up. The results of the computer analysis are discussed in
the next section.
21
RESULTS
Each different technique has been successfully computerized and
applied to both theoretical and experimental edge traces. Ramp, fig. 6,
and Gaus, fig. 7, type of functions were selected as theoretical edge
traces for their close resemblance to actual edge traces, fig. 8 and
fig. 9. The response of each technique in obtaining the MTF was studied
on both types with different levels of additive noise. Fig. 10 shows
the effect of added noise on the edge trace for the Gaus edge trace
(fig. 7), and fig. 11 shows the corresponding effect on the line spread.
To aid in the understanding of the following figures, a code is
used, and this is detailed in table 2. The theoretical MTF (8,E) is
only calculated for the theoretical edge traces using equations 35 and
36 for the ramp edge trace and equation 25, and 26 for the Gaus edge
trace.
Fig. 12 shows the MTF obtained by each technique on the ramp edge
trace, with no noise added. It is interesting to observe that, although
tightly grouped, the MTF obtained by Jones technique is slightly higher
than all others in the low frequency range and that the matched filter
technique did not work. However, note that the second moment approx
imation and the statistical approach are together, with the Tatian,
direct derivative and edge gradient techniques, down to 40% modulation
and then starts to break up, giving inaccurate response at lower %
modulation. Better results were obtained using the Gaus edge trace; the
22
Method Code
direct derivative + FFT 1
Jones automated technique 2
Tatian 3
edge gradient technique 4
second moment 5
statistical approach 6
matched filter 7
theoretical MTF 8
Noise level Code
no noise A
signal /noise = 100 B
signal /noise =30 C
signal/noise =10 D
theoretical MTF E
Table 2. List of the codes used on the following figures.
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THEORETICAL RAMP EDGE
*0 NOISE
4 6 8 IB
REL. DIST.
Fig. 6 The theoretical ramp edge trace.
E
0
G
E
T
R
A
C
E
THEORETICAL GAUS EDGf . . . . . .
NO NOISE
9 12 15 18 21 24 27 38
REL. DIST.
Fig. 7 The theoretical Gaus edge trace.
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EXPERIMENTAL EDGE
lllllll 1 I I I f
6 2 4 6 8 IB 12 14 16 18 28 22 24
REL. DIST.
Fig. 8 An experimental edge trace that is close to a ramp type of edge
trace.
EXPERIMENTAL EDGE
G
E
T
R
A
C
E
12 15 18 21 24 27 38 33
REL. DIST.
Fig. 9 An experimental edge trace that is close to a Gaus type of edge
trace.
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Fig. 12 The MTF's obtained by the various techniques.
filter did not work in this case.
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Fig. 13 The MTF's obtained by the various techniques.
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MTF's, fig. 13, are all tight together and only the edge gradient starts
to break up at 20% modulation. Better results at less than 20% modula
tion can be obtained by the edge gradient technique if a larger number
of gradients is used.
Fig. 14 and 15 show the effect of increasing noise on the MTF's
obtained by the direct derivative technique.
Fig. 16 and 17 show the effect of increasing noise on the MTF's
obtained by the Jones automated technique. It is interesting to
observe, fig. 16, that the MTF computed from the noiseless ramp edge
trace is much different than the theoretical MTF.
Fig. 18 and 19 show the effect of increasing noise on the MTF's
obtained by the Tatian technique. It is interesting to note that the
effect of noise is stronger on the Gaus (fig. 15, 17, 19) edge trace
than the ramp (fig. 14, 16, 18) edge trace. However it appears that for
the three above mentioned techniques, the noise effects are concentrated
in the higher frequencies with only little effects in the lower range.
Fig. 20 and 21 show the effect of increasing noise on the MTF's
obtained by the second moment technique. Again the effect of noise is
stronger on the Gaus (fig. 21) edge trace than on the ramp (fig. 20)
edge trace. It is disappointing to see that the noise still influences
the MTF as much as it shows in fig. 21.
Fig. 22 and 23 show the effect of increasing noise on the MTF's
obtained by the matched filter technique. The reason for not working on
the ramp (fig. 22) edge trace is basically that the technique is too
simplistic and thus does not work when l(x) is not of a Gaussian shape.
However it behaved well on the Gaus (fig. 23) edge trace showing little
effect from the noise.
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Fig. 14 The effect of noise on the MTF obtained by the direct
derivative technique, when using the ramp edge.
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Fig. 15 The effect of noise on the MTF obtained by the direct
derivative technique, when using the Gaus edge.
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Fig. 16 The effect of noise on the MTF obtained by the Jones
smooth/diff. technique, when using the ramp edge.
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Fig. 17 The effect of noise on the MTF obtained by the Jones
smooth/diff. technique, when using the Gaus edge.
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Fig. 18 The effect of noise on the MTF obtained by the Tatian
technique, when using the ramp edge.
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Fig. 19 The effect of noise on the MTF obtained by the Tatian
technique, when using the Gaus edge.
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Fig. 20 The effect of noise on the MTF obtained by the second moment
technique, when using the ramp edge.
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Fiq. 21 The effect of noise on the MTF obtained by the second moment
technique, when using the Gaus edge.
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Fig. 22 The effect of noise on the MTF obtained by the matched filter
technique, when using the ramp edge.
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Fig. 23 The effect of noise on the MTF obtained by the matched filter
technique, when using the Gaus edge.
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Fig. 24 and 25 show the effect of increasing noise on the MTF's
obtained by the statistical approach. Note how little the noise influ
ences the MTF obtained from both the ramp (fig. 24) edge trace and the
Gaus (fig. 25) edge trace.
Fig. 26 and 27 show the effect of increasing noise on the MTF's
obtained by the edge gradient technique. Note that, as assumed in the
theoretical background section of this paper, this technique performed
well in all conditions. It is to be pointed out, though, that a poly
nomial fit is required to perform the calculations, thus part of the
signal could, as well as some effect of noise, be lost when performing
the fit. However the results found here are comparable to those
obtained by the other techniques.
Each technique was then applied to experimentally obtained edge
traces (fig. 8 and 9). Fig. 28 shows the MTF's obtained from the edge
trace in fig. 8, which is very similar to a ramp function. Note that
the second moment technique, the statistical approach, Tatian technique
and the direct derivative technique are tightly grouped together as
expected.
Fig. 29 shows the MTF's obtained from the edge trace in fig. 9,
which is very similar to a cumulative Gaussian function. Note that all,
except the matched filter technique are tightly grouped down to about
30% modulation which, once more, demonstrates that non-Fourier tech
niques are good predictors in the low frequency range, i.e. above 30%
modulation.
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Fig. 24 The effect of noise on the MTF obtained by the statistical
approach technique, when using the ramp edge.
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Fiq. 25 The effect of noise on the MTF obtained by the statistical
approach technique, when using the Gaus edge.
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Fig. 26 The effect of noise on the MTF obtained by the edge gradient
technique, when using the ramp edge.
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Fig. 27 The effect of noise on the MTF obtained by the edge gradient
technique, when using the Gaus edge.
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Fig. 28 The MTF's obtained, by each technique, when using the edge
trace in fig. 8.
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Fig. 29 The MTF's obtained, by each technique, when using the edge
trace in fig. 9.
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DISCUSSION
Problems were encountered with one of the techniques evaluated
while the others behaved reasonably well under all conditions of analy
sis. The matched filter technique used here was of the simplest type
(as described in eqn. 33 and 34) and as such did not give any satisfac
tory results when working on the theoretical ramp edge traces (fig. 22).
However, it performed well on the theoretical Gaus edge traces (fig.
23). One reason for encountering such problem is that no attempt was
made to smooth or fit the edge traces, except for the edge gradient
technique, in order to fully assess the potential of each technique as
they are presented in the theoretical background section of this paper.
The MTF's obtained by each technique gave different results when
noise was added to the original edge trace. Table 3 shows the peak
spread in modulation for each technique over the range of noise used
here. It is the opinion of the author that the "statistical approach"
is the best of the non-Fourier techniques as it produced the best MTF
approximation when tested with noise. It is also his opinion that when
heavy noise is suspected, that the results obtained from the statistical
approach will be more accurate than any of the other techniques since
its results remained quasi-unchanged under all conditions (fig. 29, 30,
and table 3).
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Peak modulation spread due to noise;
Method at selected relative frequencies
Selected frequencies 4.0 6.0 8.0
Direct deriv. + FFT
ramp edge .02 .02
Gaus edge
.31 .20
Jones automated tech.
ramp edge .16 .28
Gaus edge .25 .12
Tatian technique
ramp edge .03 .07
Gaus edge .28 .08
Second moment approx.
ramp edge .03 .07
Gaus edge .50 .50
Statistical approach
ramp edge .03 .03
Gaus edge .05 .08
Matched filter tech.
ramp edge
Gaus edge .14 .20
Edge gradient tech.
ramp edge .00 .00
Gaus edge .28 .20
02
20
34
20
10
12
11
40
15
08
*
15
00**
03**
*The matched filter tech. did not work on this type of edge.
**A polynomial fit was required for this technique.
Table 3. Table of the peak modulation spread due to noise for each
technique at selected frequencies.
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The weakness of the second moment under high S/N ratio is from the
assumption made in eqn. 19:
OO
S Kx) dx = 1 = m0
which becomes untrue as the S/N ratio decreases. It was verified that
mQ can actually drop as low as 0.35 which is enough to render eqn. 20
invalid. The sigma square value found from eqn. 29 accounts for all
situations and thus is a better predictor than m itself. It can be
demonstrated from eqn. 31 that:
MTF(f) =
which is similar to eqn. 21:
MTF(f) =
The two above equations will be equal when mQ = 1 and m, = 0, see
eqn. 29, but different when mn + 1; which makes sigma square a better
predictor than m.
The comparison between the results from each technique was only on
a relative basis as no statistical evaluation, i.e. repetitive runs,
were performed. Thus the results in the previous section and the
observations made in this section should only be considered as guide
lines rather than hard concrete facts.
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CONCLUSION
The working hypothesis behind this research project is that non-
Fourier techniques can be as good MTF predictors as are Fourier tech
niques.
An Applesoft program was written that performs all necessary
operations to solve for each technique.
Several different techniques were compared with different levels of
noise, on both theoretical and experimental edge traces. The results
were compared from technique to technique, which verified the working
hypothesis.
The "statistical approach" has proven to be the best non-Fourier
predictor when noise is involved, as it shows very little variation in
the resulting MTF when the S/N ratio is anywhere above 10. However, if
exact results are wanted over the whole frequency range, when the
presence of noise is not suspected or thought to be of little influence,
the Tatian technique or Direct Derivative technique should, from
table 3, fig. 14, 15, 18, 19 be used.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
The primary recommendation for future work on this topic is that
each technique be applied to experimentally obtained edge traces and
that the results be compared with the manufacturer's computed MTF, based
on the design parameters, so that we can get a better estimation of the
accuracy of each technique.
The attention of the researcher should be concentrated on the
"second moment technique" and the "statistical approach", as the two
other non-Fourier techniques developed here, although simple in prin
ciple, are time-consuming. For example, the matched filter technique
(2)
needs to be much more sophisticated^ J in order to give comparable
results.
It is recommended that non-Fourier techniques be tested on edge
traces produced by cascaded systems such as camera/film combinations.
Finally, for this research to be of some value, the non-Fourier
techniques developed here need to be statistically evaluated, i.e. the
results compared from more than one run, to get a higher degree of
confidence over the observations presented here.
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APPENDIX A: MAIN PROGRAMS
MTF TECH
RANDOM NOISE GENERATOR/STATS
HP-41C: SECOND MOMENT
HP-41C: STATISTICAL APPROACH
46
^list -see
te HOME i CLEAR
28 REM i
36 REM i MTF/OTF TECHNIQUES.. GENERIC PROGRAM
46 REM i
45 REM i CREATED BY JEAN CLAUDE CROTEAU
56 REM i CANADIAN ARMED FORCES
55 REM i AUGUST 1963
68 REM l
96 DIM XREAL.256) ,XIMAG(256> ,L<256) ,EC256> ,0TF<256> ,MTF. 256) ,DF<256> ,A<56) ,R<56
,58) ,T<58> ,DT<256> ,H(26e> ,X(286) ,TFR.28e>
168 PRINT "TYPE K FOR INPUT FROM THE KEYBOARD: ": PRINT 'TYPE D FOR INPUT FROM T
HE DISC:1 | i INPUT V*
116
128
136
146
156
168
176
168
198
286
216
226
236
248
258
268
276
286
298
386
318
326
338
346
356
366
376
386
396
466
416
IN
IF V- K" THEN 236
IF V < > 'D' THEN 166
INPUT "DATA FILENAME :'KM*
A* - CHR* <4) : PRINT A*, 'OPEN' ;NM*i
NUM:INPUT M: INPUT
FOR I - 1 TO M
INPUT 2 i INPUT
E(I) XREAL(I)
NEXT
PRINT A*;'CLOSE'r*1*
T - M
GOTO 346
HOME : VTAB 5
PRINT A*; "READ* ;M1*
XREAL.l) :XI^(I> 6:
't. OF POINTS IN EDGE TRACE (MUST BE
REFERENCE FILENAME: 'jNM*:
LENS F/f. - '|NUM
ENTER YOUR DATA POINTS! 'i
1 TO M
ODD) (MINPUT
INPUT
INPUT
PRINT
FOR I
x - e
PRINT 'POINT*. " |I ;)- 'j: INPUT X:XREAL<I> - X:XIMAG.I> - 6
NEXT I
T - M
GOSUB 9768: FOR I -
FMAX - 1 / <556E - 6
DX - 1 / (2 X FMAX)
HTAB It INPUT '# OF POINTS IN TRANSFORM - - jN
FI I / (N I DX)
B - 2 X FMAX
TM* - NM*
PRINT CHR* <4)j'PR*l'l PRINT I PRINT : PRINT TAB. 16) j 'THEORETI CAL VALUES
TO M:E.I)
NUM)
XREAL.l): NEXT I: GOSUB 9686
< CPMM)
l
PRINT i PRINT 'FILENAME: -jM-1*:
THE TR/WSFORM - " ;N: PRINT '( OF
IN THE TRACE - '|M: PRINT 'CUTOFF
tFI: PRINT 'DELTA X< IN MM)
LENS F/#PRINT
POINTS
FREQUENCY.
'|DX
CPMM)
|NUM: PRINT "* OF POINTS
- ";FMAX: PRINT "DELTA F
PRINT
FOR I
GOSUB
INPUT
FI - 1
FMAX -
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
T 'DELTA X<
496 PRINT
566 FOR I
428
421
425
436
446
456
466
478
488
Ii
DID YOU USE? '|DX
CHR* (4) i'PRJ.8'
- 1 TO 3566: NEXT
3588
WHAT DELTA X<MM)
? <N X DX)
1 / (2 X DX) l
CHR* .4)|'PR#l"tPRINT l PRINT I
TAB. 16) j 'EXPERIMENTAL VALUES": PRINT I
CUTOFF FREQUENCY. CPMM) - "|FMAX: PRINT
IN MM) '|DXl
CHR* <4> t'PRHe'l
1 TO 3 X 746: NEXT I
"DELTA F< CPMM) jFI: PRIN
47
1LIST 516-4678
516 GOTO 3766
536 REM i
556 REM i XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
576 REM :
3566 HOME l VTAB 5
3565 INPUT 'DO YOU WANT DIFF. LTD (Y/N) ? -|A*l IF A* - "N" THEN 3616
3516 IF A* < > 'Y' THEN 3565
3515 PRINT CHR* <4>;'PRU1': PRINT i PRINT TAB. 16) j 'DIFFRACTION LTEE SYSTEM":
PRINT i PRINT ' #', TAB. 7)j'FREQ"| TAB. 14
) I'MTF.F)':
3526 F - 6:1 - 1
3525 FOR K - F TO FMAX STEP FI
3536 TETA - 1 / <2 X NUM)
3535 S - F / FMAX
3546 SI - - ATN <S / SQR < - S X S ? 1)> ? 1.576796327
3545 MTF.I) - <2 X <SI - COS <SI> X SIN <SI>) X COS (TETA) X COS (TETA) X C
OS (TETA)) / 3.141592654
3556 F - F ? FI : I - I ? 1
3555 IF I > - INT (FmX / FI> ? 1 GOTO 3565
3566 NEXT K
3565 A MTF( 1) iF - 6
3576 FOR K - 1 TO I iMTF(K) - INT (MTF(K) X 1888 / A) / 1666
3575 XREAL(K) - MTF(K>:
3586 PRINT ' -jK| TAB( 7) | INT (F X 168) / 186; TAB( 14) (MTF(K) :
3585 F - F ? FI
3596 NEXT K
3595 T - I:KM* 'DIFF. LTEE"
3686 PRINT CHR* (4>|"PR4.6*l GOSUB 9666
3665 FOR I - 1 TO MiXREAL(I) - E(I>: NEXT I iT - M
3616 RETURN
3656 REM :
3676 REM : XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX>>3C<XXXXX><XX)OOOOOOCOCKXXXXXXX
3698 REM :
3766 HOME : VTAB 5:
3765 INPUT 'DO YOU k*NT ADDITIVE NOISE(Y/N)? ' jA: IF A* - "N" THEN 4666
3716 IF A* < > "Y" THEN 3766
3715 GOSUB 7666:T * M: FOR I - 1 TO MiXREAL(I) - E(I): NEXT I: GOSUB 9766:
3726 FOR I - 1 TO M:E(I) XREAL(I): NEXT I:
3725 T M: GOSUB 9766
3736 NM* Ml* ? *N" :TM* - Mt*:
3756 REM
3755 REM I X>0OOOOOOOOOOC>C<X>DOCKX>OC<XXXXXXXXXXXXX)OOO
3766 REM i
4666 HOME : VTAB 5:
4662 HTAB 1 INPUT 'DO YOU WANT A POLYNOMIAL FIT?(Y/N)
' |A*
4665 IF At 'N" GOTO 4566
4618 IF A* < > 'Y' GOTO 4866
4615 GOSUB 6666
4826 KM* - NM* ? 'P"lTM* - NM*l
4838 REM I
4656 REM I XXXXXXXXXX)OOOOOOOC<X)OOOCOOOC<XXXXXXXXXXXXXX>3^^
4676 REM l
48
3LIST 4566-4676
4566 HOME l VTAB 5
4565 PRINT 'DO YOU WANT THE DIRECT' : INPUT 'DERIVATIVE METHOD? (Y/N) ' :A*
4516 IF A* - "N" THEN 5666
4515 IF A* < > 'Y' THEN 4565
4536 GOSUB 9666
4546 T - M - 1: GOSUB 9766
4545 FOR I - 1 TO M:L(I> - XREAL( I) :XIMAG( I) - 6: NEXT I
4556 FOR I M ? 1 TO N:XREAL(I) - 6:XIhWG(I) - 6: NEXT I
4555 NN* - 'LINE SPREAD": GOSUB 9686
4566 PRINT CHR* (4)j'PR(.l"
4565 PRINT I PRINT TAB( 26) ; "DIRECT DERIVATIVE ? FFT": PRINT :
4576 PRINT CHR* (4)j'PR#6"
4575 REM :
4588 REM : EXECUTE FFT ON DIRECT DERIVATIVE
4585 REM :
4598 PRINT 'FFT OPERATION (FORWARD)": GOSUB 9166
4636 REM :
4656 REM : )OOCOC<XXXXXXXX<XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
4676 REM j
49
JLIST 5666-5486
5666 HOME : VTAB 5: INPUT 'DO YOU WANT JONES'S METHOD(Y/N>? ' :A*
5685 IF A* - "N" THEN 5586
56 16 IF A* < > Y" THEN 5666
5645 A - 2 X 3.141592654 X R*0(
5656 B - 2 X FmX ? DX
5655 L - 6
5666 FOR I - - 3 TO 3 STEP 1
5665 C A X I X DX
5676 L - L ? 1
5675 REM i
5686 REM I SMOOTHING/DIFFERENTIATING FUNCTION
5685 REM I
5695 IF I 6 THEN DF(L) 6: GOTO 5165
5166 DF(L) (B X ( COS (C) - ( SIN (C) ? C) ) ) / I
5165 NEXT I
5167 T - 7
5116 FOR I - 1 TO TiXREAL(I) DF(I): NEXT Ii: GOSUB 9768:
5115 FOR I - 1 TO TiDF(l) - XREAL(I) : NEXT I
5117 FOR I - (T ? 1) TO MiDF(I) - 6: NEXT I:
5126 FOR 1 - 1 TO M
5125 XREAL(I) - E(I>
5136 NEXT I
5156 REM t
5155 REM i CONVOLUTION OF E(X> WITH DF(X)
5168 REM i
5165 FOR I 1 TO M
5178 DT(I) - 6
5175 FOR J - 1 TO I
5186 DT(I) - DT(I) ? XREAL(J) X DF( I - J ? 1)
5185 NEXT J
5196 NEXT I
5192 FOR I - 1 TO M:XREAL(I) - DT(I)i NEXT I :T - M: GOSUB 9786
5268 FOR I - 1 TO M
5285 L(I) - XREAL(I) iXIMAG(I) - 6
5216 NEXT I
5215 FOR I - (M ? 1) TO N:XREAL(I) - 6:XIMAG(I) 6: NEXT I
5226 PRINT CHR* (4)j"PR#l": PRINT I PRINT 'CONVOLUTION OF JONES SMOOTH I NG/D IFF
ERENTIATING FUNCT. WITH THE EDGE FUNCT . ? FF
T" i PRINT i PRINT CHR* (4);'PRt8"i
5225 NM* NM* ? 'JONES" iNM* - "LINE SPREAD': GOSUB 9666
5238 REM :
5235 REM I EXECUTE THE FFT ON JONES L(X)
5248 REM i
5245 PRINT 'FFT OPERATION (FORWARD)': GOSUB 9166
5466 REM t
5458 REM : XXX>0OOOOCC<XXX>DOC<XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX>3OOOOOOOC<^^
5488 REM i
50
'DO YOU WANT TATIAN'S METHOD (Y/N) ? |A
.LIST 5588-5868
5586 HOME : VTAB 5: INPUT
5565 IF A* - 'N" THEN 6686
5518 IF A* < > 'Y' THEN 5566
5525 NM* - TM* ? "TATIAN"
5538 PRINT CHR* (4>,'PR1", print i PRINT
PRINT t PRINT ' #"{ TAB( 7)j"FREQ", TAB< 1
4>|'0TF(F)', TAB( 24), "PHASE" I TABC
5535 PRINT CHR* (4){'PR#6'
5546 FS - IE - 6
5545 A - INT (M / 2) iPI - 3.1415927:A1
5556 C - 6
5555 L - INT (Fmx / Fl>
5568 DIM OF(L) ,PH(L> ,MG(L>
5565 FOR F - FS TO FMAX STEP FI
5578 IF F > 1 / (2 X DX) THEN 5648
5575 C - C ? li
5586 Tl - 6iT2 - E(A1) iARG - 2 X PI X DX X F
5585 FOR I - 1 TO A
5596 Tl - Tl ? (E(A1 ? I> - E(A1 - I)) X
(Al - I)) X COS (ARG X I): NEXT
5595 Tl - Tl X ARG:T2 - T2 X ARG:A2 ARG / 2:S0
Tl - Tl ? COS ((A ? .5) X ARG) / SO
T2 - T2 - SIN ((A ? .5) X ARG) ? SO
OF<C) - INT (Tl X 1868) / 1886
MAG - SQR (Tl X Tl ? T2 X T2) :MG(C)
TAB( 26) |
'TATIAN' S METHOD": PRINT :
31) |'MTF(F)"i PRINT
A ? 1
5688
5665
5616
5615
5626
5625
5636
5635
5637
5648
F(I> ,
5645
5658
5655
5668
5665
5676
5675
5688
5685
5698
5695
5768
5765
5716
5688
SIN (I X ARG) :T2 - T2 ? (E(A1 ? I) ? E
SIN (A2> / A2
GOSUB 5678
PHI - 368 X PHI / (2 X PI)
PH(C) INT (PHI X 186) / 168
NEXT F
F - 8:
PRINT CHR* (4>|'PR*l't FOR I -
TAB( 23>jPH(I>, TAB( 31),MG(I):F
/ 1868: NEXT I :
- INT (MAG X 1888) / 1688
TO C:
- INT
PRINT
PRINT ' -jl{ TAB( 7)jF; TAB( 14) jO
CHR* (4) t'PR#6" t< <F ? FI) X 1666)
NN* 'OTF(F) '
FOR I - 1 TO C:XREAL(I)
NM* - 'MTF(F)
FOR I - 1 TO CiXREAL(I) - MG(I)t NEXT I iT - C: GOSUB 9666
GOTO 6686
IF Tl - 6 THEN 5696
IF Tl > 6 THEN PHI - ATN (T2 / Tl) : RETURN
IF T2 > - 8 THEN PHI - ATN (T2 / Tl) ? PI: RETURN
PHI - ATN (T2 / Tl) - PI: RETURN
IF T2 > 6 THEN PHI "PI / 2: RETURN
IF T2 < 8 THEN PHI - - PI / 2: RETURN
PHI - 6: RETURN
REM i
REM l XXXXXXXXXXXXXX>DO<XXX>DC<XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX>DOO^
REM i
OF(I): NEXT I :T - C: GOSUB 9686
51
JLIST 6666-6366
6866 HOME VTAB 5
6665 INPUT 'DO YOU WANT SECOND MOMENT(Y/N>? iA*
6818 IF A* - "N" THEN 6566
6615 IF A* < > "Y' THEN 6665
6626 FOR I - 1 TO M:XREAL(I> E(I)i NEXT It
6625 M6 - 6iMl - 6 :M2 6:
6638 T - Mi GOSUB 98661
6635 T - M - 1
6646 FOR I - 1 TO T:L(I> - XREAL(I): NEXT I
6645 X - 6i
6656 FOR I - 1 TO T
6655 M6 - M6 ? L(I> X DX
6866 Ml Ml 4 (L(I> XX) X DX
6665 M2 - M2 4 (L(I> X X X X) X DX
6678 X X 4 DX
6675 NEXT I
6886 PRINT CHR* (4>;'PR*l'l PRINT : PRINT :
6665 PRINT TAB< 15) j "SECOND MOMENT APPROXIMATION" i PRINT i PRINT
6698 PRINT 'M8 - ' |M6 I PRINT "Ml - ',Mlt PRINT 'M2 - ',M2:
6695 M2 - 6tX - 6:
6186 FOR I - 1 TO T
6165 M2 - M2 4 ((L(I) X ((X - Ml) * 2)) X DX)
6116 X X 4 DX
6115 NEXT I
6117 M2 - ABS (M2) l
6126 PRINT "M2( Ml-6) - ,M2
6125 PRINT ' *", TAB( 7) ; 'FREQ* ; TAB( 14) ; "OTF(F) ; TAB( 21) j "MTF(F> " : PRINT
6136 F * 6:PI 3.1415926536
6135 FOR 1 - 1 TO INT (FMAX / FI)
6148 OTF(I) - EXP ( - 2 X ((PI X F> A 2) X M2)
6145 MTF(I> - OTF(I>
6158 PRINT I, TAB( 7) |F, TAB( 14); INT (OTF(I> X 1666) / 1606; TABC 21); INT (M
TF(I) X 1666) / 1688:
6155 F - INT ((F 4 FI> X 1866) ? 1606: IF INT (MTF(I) X 1666) / 1886 - 6 GOTO
6165
6166 NEXT I
6165 PRINT CHR* (4),'PR*e"
6176 FOR I - 1 TO INT (FMAX / FI)iXREAL(I) - OTF(I)i NEXT I
6175 NM* - TM* 4 'M2' iNN* - 'OTF(F) ' iT - I:
6186 GOSUB 9666
6266 REM I
6256 REM I XXX>DOOOO<XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX>XOOOOCOOOpCOC<XXXXXX
6388 REM I
52
I LI ST 6566-6626
6568 HOME : VTAB 5: INPUT "DO YOU WANT STATISTICAL APPROACH(Y/N) ?" |A* : IF A -
"N" THEN 6786
6585 IF A* < > "Y" THEN 6566
6516 FOR I - 1 TO M:XREAL(I) * Ed): NEXT I:
6515 T - M: GOSUB 9866:
6518 PI 3.1415926536:
6520 T - M - 1:SIGMA - 6:
6521 X 0:M0 - 6:M1 - 6:M2 = 6:
6522 FOR I - 1 TO T:M6 - M6 ? L(I> X DX:M1 - Ml + L<I> XXX DX:M2 - M2 ? LCI)
X X X X X DX:X X 4 DX: NEXT I :
6523 SIGMA = ( (M2 / M6> - (Ml / M6) * 2) " ( 1 / 2) :
6524 CENTROID * Ml / M6:
6525 B = SIGMA X ((2 * PI) * (1 / 2)):
6546 PRINT CHR* (4);"PRC*1": PRINT : PRINT : HTAB 16: PRINT "STATISTICAL APPROA
CH " - PRINT :
6542 PRINT "M8 ";M8: PRINT "Ml = ";M1: PRINT "M2 * ;M2: PRINT :
6545 PRINT "SIGMA * ";SIGMA:
6571 PRINT "WIDTH OF GAUS * ";B: PRINT : PRINT " <*" ; TAB< 7); "FREQ"; TAB.
14);"
OTF.F)"; TAB( 2 1) ; "MTF( F) " :
6575 F = 6: FOR I = 1 TO INT (FMAX / FI):OTF<I> - INT (( EXP ( - PI X ((B X F)
" 2))) X I860) / 1066:MTF<I) = OTF(I):
6576 PRINT I; TAB< 7);F; TAB( 14);0TF(I); TAB( 21);MTF(I):F - INT ((F + FI) X
1080) / I860: IF MTF(I) 0 GOTO 6580:
6577 NEXT I
6580 PRINT CHR* (4) >NPR#0"
6585 FOR T = 1 TO I:XREAL(I) = OTF<I>: NEXT T:NN* =
"STATS-OTF" :NM* * TM* : GOSU
B 9606:
6666 REM :
6610 REM : XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
6620 REM :
53
JL1ST 6766-6865
6766 HOME l VTAB 5l INPUT "DO YOU WANT MATCHED FILTER(YZN) ?' |A* : IF A* - 'N" TH
EN 9966
6716 IF A* < > "Y' THEN 6766 l
6715 T - Mi GOSUB 9868 i
6728 T - M - li
6725 PI m 3.1415926541
6748 M6 - 6:M1 - 6 lM2 - 6:X - 6:
6745 FOR I - 1 TO TlM8 - M8 4 L(I) X DXiMl - Ml 4 L(l> XXX DX|M2 - M2 ? L(I)
X X X X X DXiX - X 4 DXi NEXT I i
6758 LISQ m 8:LG - 6|N1 - .6:
6755 FOR I - 1 TO 36 STEP li
6756 Nl - Nl 4 ,65:X - - Ml / M6 l
6757 FOR J m 1 TO TiG - (1 / Nl) X EXP ( - PI X (X / Nl) A 2) iLG LG ? (G - L
(I>> " 2lX - X 4 DXl NEXT Ji
6766 IF I 1 THEN 6776
6765 IF LG > LISQ THEN 6772
6776 LISQ - LGtER - (LISQ ? (T - 1) ) - ( 1 / 2) iW - Nl i
6772 LG - 6 : NEXT I i
6775 F - 8:
6788 FOR I - 1 TO INT (FMAX / FI) STEP liOTF(I) - EXP ( - PI X (W X F) * 2) iF
- F 4 FIiMTF(I) OTF(I>i NEXT I:
6782 PRINT CHR* (4)|'PR#l't PRINT : PRINT : PRINT TAB( 18) ; 'W.TCHED FILTER" i
PRINT i
6765 PRINT 'WIDTH OF GAUS - |Wi PRINT 'MEAN SQUARE ERROR - ' ;ER * 2: PRINT 'ST
ANDARD DEVIATION - ';ER: PRINT ' #' , TAB( 7)
J'FREQ", TAB( 14) , 'OTF(F)
"
| TAB( 21) ; 'MTF(F)
" : PRINT
6787 F - 6:
6798 FOR I - 1 TO T: PRINT I; TA6( 7) j INT (F X 188) / 186; TAB( 14) ; INT (OTF<
I) X 1668) / 1868; TAB( 21); INT (MTF(I) X 1
866) / 1868:F - F ? FI : IF INT (OTF(I> X 1868) / 1888 - 6 THEN 6795:
6792 NEXT I i
6795 PRINT CHR* (4);'PR#6'l
6666 REM I
6865 REM XXXXXX>>DO(XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
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LIST 6966-7338
6966 HOME l VTAB 5:
6916 PRINT "DO YOU WANT THE' i PRINT "EDGE GRADIENT TECHNIQUE' I INPUT 'GRANGER VERSION(Y/N)? "|A*i IF A* - "N' THEN 9968:
-ut* v
6928 IF A* < > "Y" THEN 6986
6936 HOME VTA8 5
6948 HTA6 li PRINT "POLYNOMIAL FIT ON EDGE TRACE' t
6958 INPUT "DEGREE OF EQUATION "|Di
6968 GOSUB 6636:
6965 HOME I VTAB 5i
6976 PRINT "N - N OF EVEN DIVISION IN EDGE TRACE' l INPUT 'N - > 'iNi
6966 DI - ( (M - 1) X DX / N) t
f"8^.V(M ~ !> * DX / 2,EC " R<1.I> 4 2) 4 R(2,D 4 2) X C 4 R(3,D 4 2) X (C - 2> 4 R(4,D 4 2) X (C * 3) 4 R(5,D 4 2) X (C -
4) 4 R(6,D 4 2) X (C " 5)
7668 J - 6:PI - 3.1415926536
7616 FOR I - (N / 2) TO 1 STEP ( - 1)
7626 J - J 4 1
7636 X - C - (I X DI)
7646 L(J> - R(i,D 4 2) 4 R(2,D 4 2) X (X) 4 R(3,D 4 2) X (X A 2) 4 RC4.D 4 2) X
(X * 3) 4 R(5,D 4 2) X (X - 4) 4 R(6,D 4 2) X
(X A 5)
7856 NEXT I
7666 J J 4 lE(J) - ECi
7676 FOR I - 1 TO (N / 2) STEP 1
7688 J - J 4 li
7896 X - C 4 (I X DI)
7168 L(J) - R(1,D 4 2) 4 R(2,D 4 2) X (X) 4 R(3,D 4 2) X (X " 2) 4 R(4,D 4 2) X
(X A 3) 4 R(5,D 4 2) X (X * 4) 4 R(6,D 4 2) X
(X * 5)
7116 NEXT I
7126 J - N
7136 FOR I - 1 TO N STEP 1
7146 H(J> - (L(J 4 1) - L(J>> / DI
7156 X(J) - (J X DI> - (DI / 2)
7168 J - J - 1
7178 NEXT I
7188 FI - FMAX / 64
7196 J - It
7268 FOR F - FI TO FMAX STEP FI i
7216 J - J 4 liTR - 6tTI - 6:
7226 FOR I - 1 TO N
7238 TR - TR 4 ( SIN (PI X F X DI) / (PI X F X DI)) X H(I> X COS (2 X PI X F X
X(I>)
7246 Tl - Tl 4 ( SIN (PI X F X DI) / (PI X F X DI)) X H(I) X SIN (2 X PI X F X
X(I>>
7256 NEXT I
7266 TFR(J> - TRi
7276 MTF(J) (TR - 2 4 Tl "2) " (1/2)
7286 NEXT F
7296 FOR I - 1 TO JiXREAL(I) - TFR(I): NEXT I iT - Ji G0SU6 9766:
7366 FOR I - 1 TO JtTFR(I) - XREAL( I) :XREAL( I > - MTF(I)t NEXT I: GOSUB 9768:
7318 FOR I - 1 TO JiMTF(I) - XREAL(I)i NEXT It
7326 T - JlNM* - "GRANG-GRAD' : GOSUB 9665
7336 PRINT CHR* (4)|"PRtl"l PRINT I PRINT I PRINT TAB( 16);'EDGE GRADIENTS GR
ANGER) ' l PRINT l PRINT ' * OF DIVISION - ' |N
i PRINT i PRINT " *'| TAB( 7)|'FREQ'| TAB( 14) | 'OTF(F> ' ; TAB( 21) ; 'MTF(F) ' I
PRINT i
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JLIST 7348-7496
7346 F - FIi PRINT 1; TAB( 7>,6.6; TAB( 14); 1.88; TAB( 21); 1.66:
7356 FOR I 2 TO J i
7366 PRINT I; TAB( 7); INT (F X 1688) / 1686; TAB< 14) | INT (TFR(l) X 1866) / 1
86; TAB. 21); INT (MTF(I) X 1888) / 1668:
7376 F - F 4 FI
7386 NEXT I
7396 PRINT CHR* (4);'PR#6'i
7466 GOTO 9966
7418 REM i
7426 REM iXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXOOOOOOOOCOOOOOOOXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX^
7436 REM t
56
JLIST 7566-7998
7586 REM I
7516 REM i SUBROUTINE
7526 REM I RANDOM NOISE GENERATOR
7536 REM I
7548 PRINT "N(X)-(Nl4N24N34N44N54N6-3> XALPHA/SQR< .5) " I INPUT "ALPHA- ? ,AL
7556 FOR F - 1 TO M:X -6:
7568 FOR I - 1 TO 6:X - X 4 RND (8) I NEXT 1 :
7578 X - (X - 3) X AL / (.5 A (1 / 2))
7572 T(F> - X:
7588 E(F) E(F) 4 X
7598 NEXT Fi
7591 Y - 6 i
7592 FOR I - 1 TO MiY - Y 4 T(I)i NEXT Ii
7593 MEAN - Y / M:
7594 FOR I - 1 TO M:VAR VAR 4 (T(I) - MEAN) * 2: NEXT I:
7595 VAR - VAR / M:STD VAR A ( 1 / 2) :
7596 SNR - 1 / STD
7666 PRINT CHR* (4>;'PR*l't PRINT i
7661 PRINT 'NOISE LEVEL - ";AL: PRINT "S/N RATIO ';SNR: PRINT CHR* (4);'PR#6
"i
7618 RETURN
7628 REM i
7636 REM i XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
7646 REM t
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JLIST 8668-8235
8686 REM i
8683 REM i SUBROUTINE
8685 REM i N'TH ORDER REGRESSION
86 18 REM i
8615 PRINT
8828 PRINT "DEGREE OF EQUATION* ,
8625 INPUT D
8636 PRINT CHR* (4) |" PRN1i PRINT
EGREE EQUATION* i
8635 A( 1) i- MiX - 8
8646 FOR I - 1 TO M
8845 Y - E(I)
8856 X X 4 DX
8655 FOR J - 2 TO 2 X D 4 1
8668 AC J) - A(J> 4 X * (J - 1)
8865 NEXT J
8678 FOR K - 1 TO D 4 1
8875 R(K,D 4 2) - T(K) 4 Y X X * (K
8668 T(K> - T(K) 4 Y X X * (K - 1)
8685 NEXT K
8698 T(D 4 2) T(D 4 2) ? Y - 2
8695 NEXT I
8168 FOR J - 1 TO D 4 1
8185 FOR K - 1 TO D 4 1
8116 R(J,K) - A(J 4 K - 1>
8115 NEXT K
8128 NEXT J
8125 FOR J - 1 TO D 4 1
8136 FOR K J TO D 4 1
6135 IF R.K.J) < > THEN 8155
8148 NEXT K
8145 PRINT "NO UNIQUE
SOLUTION"
8158 GOTO B345
8155 FOR I - 1 TO D 4 2
8168 S - RCJ.I)
8165 R(J,I) - R(K,I)
8176 R(K,I) - S
8175 NEXT I
8166 Z - 1 / R(J,J)
8185 FOR I - 1 TO D 4 2
8196 R(J,I) - Z X R(J, I)
8195 NEXT I
8268 FOR K - 1 TO D 4 1
8265 IF K - J
'
THEN 8236
8216 Z - - R(K ,J>
8215 FOR I - 1 TO D 4 2
8228 R(K,I> - R(K,I> 4 Z X R(J,I>
8225 NEXT 1
8238 NEXT K
8235 NEXT J
i PRINT "POLYNOMIAL REGRESSI ON" ;
' ;D;- ','D
- 1)
58
I LI ST 8248-8456
8246 PRINT
8245 PRINT ' CONST<*TT'i
8258 PRINT R(1,D 4 2)
8255 FOR J - 1 TO D
8268 PRINT J| 'DEGREE COEFFICIENT - ,
8265 PRINT R(J 4 l,D 4 2)
8278 NEXT J
6275 PRINT
8288 P - e
8285 FOR -J 2 TO D 4 1
8298 P - P 4 R(J,D 4 2) X (T(J) - A(J> X T(l) / M)
8295 NEXT J
8366 Q - T(D 4 2) - T(l) - 2 / M
8365 2 - Q - P
8318 I M - D - 1
8315 PRINT
8326 J - P / Q
8325 PRINT "COEFFICIENT OF DETERMINATION (R*2> ";J
8338 PRINT 'CORRELATION COEFFICIENT " , SQR (J)
8335 PRINT "STANDARD ERROR ESTIMATE - ' , SQR ( ABS (Z / I)>
8346 PRINT CHR* (4>;'PR#8"
8345 INPUT 'DO YOU WANT ANOTHER REGRESSIONY/N) ?' ;A*
8358 IF A* - "Y" THEN RUN
6355 IF A* < > "N' THEN 8345
6368 X 6
8365 FOR I - 1 TO M
8376 X - X 4 DXiP - R( 1,D 4 2)
8375 FOR J - 1 TO D
8386 P - P 4 R(J ? 1,D 4 2) X X " J
8385 NEXT J
8396 XREAL(I) - P
8395 NEXT I
8486 GOSUB 9766
6485 FOR I - 1 TO M
8416 Ed) - XREAL(I)
8415 NEXT Ii RETURN
8438 REM i
8458 REM i XXXXXXX>D0O0OO0<XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX>0OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO(XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
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JLIST 9166-9395
9188 REM i
9183 REM i SUBROUTINE
9185 REM l FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM
9116 REM i
9115 REM l REFERENCE E.O. BRIGHAM, THE FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM,
9126 REM l PRENTICE-HALL, P164, 1974
9165 ISIGN - 1
9176 PRINT CHR* (7)
9175 NK N
9186 N2X -"NX / 2tKX -
91B5 Z6X - INT ( LOG (N) / LOG (2) 4 .65)
9198 Z1X - Z6X - 1
9288 FOR L - 1 TO Z6X
9265 FOR I - 1 TO N2X
9215 J IX - KM / (2 * Z1X) iP - 6
9226 FOR 12 - 1 TO Z8XiJ2X -J1X/2:PPX2 4 (J IX - 2 X J2X) :J1X -> J2X: NEX
T 12
9238 ARG - 6.283165 X P X ISIGN / NX
9235 C - COS (ARG) IS - SIN (ARG)
9248 K1X - KX 4 liKNX - K1X 4 N2X
9245 TREAL XREAL(KNX) X C 4 XIMAG(KNX) X S
9258 TIMAG XIMAG(KNK) X C - XREAL(KJC) X S
9255 XREAL(KNT/.) - XREAL(KIX) - TREAL
9266 XlhttG(KNX) - XIMAG(KIX) - TIMAG
9265 XREAL(KIX) - XREAL(KIX) 4 TREAL
9276 XIMAG(KIX) - XIMAG(KIX) 4 TIMAG
9275 KX - KX 4 1
9286 NEXT
9285 KX - KX 4 N2X
9298 IF KX < NX GOTO 9285
9295 KX - 6
9368 Z1X Z1X - 1
9385 N2X - N2X / 2
9318 NEXT
J2X)
9315 FOR K - 1 TO NX
9328 J IX - K - 1
9325 IX - 6
9336 FOR 12 - 1 TO Z6X
9335 J2X - J IX / 2
9348 IX - IX X 2 4 (JIX - 2 X
9345 J IX - J2X
9358 NEXT
9355 IX - IX 4 1
9368 IF IX < K GOTO 9395
9365 TREAL - XREAL(K)
9376 TIMAG - XIMAG(K)
9375 XREAL(K) - XREAL( IX)
9386 XIMAG(K) - XIMAG( IX)
9385 XREAL(IX) - TREAL
9396 XIMAG(IX) - TIMAG
9395 NEXT l PRINT CHR* (7)1
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LIST '400-9680
9400 FOR I = 1 TO N
940 5 OTF'. I- = .'REALCI.'
9418 MTF<I> = SQR . XREAL< I ' " 2' + dMAGd'
'4 12 NEXT I
94 13 NRM = MTF . 1)
9415 FOR I = 1 TO N:OTF. I> = OTF.' I) NRM:MTFd> = MTFd< - NRM:
=420 NEXT I
9425 NN* = "OTF(F> "
9430 FOR I = 1 TO N:XREALd' = OTFd ) : NExT I
9435 GOSUB 9680
9445 NN* = "MTFOF.i
9450 FOP I = 1 TO N:XREhL'I' = MTF. I : NET I
9455 G0SU8 9600
'460 FOR I = 1 TO N:MTFd. = XPEAL. I ' : ME*T I
94*5 PRINT CHR* <,4)j"PR#l"
9470 PRINT " * ; TAB. 7 ; TM* j TAB'. 1 4 ; " L I NE x " : TAB( 24y "
OTF'' F, " ; TAB. 31'
:"MTF<F>"; TAB' 38;;"FRE0"; PRINT :
9475 FOR I = 1 TO N
9488 Ei. I) = INT 'E'l' * 1000- - 1080
9485 L\:i = INT '.HP * 1000.' . 1800
940 OTF.; I' = INT ;OTFd' * 1000- 7 1000
94*5 MTFd> = INT '.MTF'. I) * 1000) 1000
'50 0 NEXT I
9505 F = 0
'510 FOR I = 1 TO INT >N / 2) + 1
9515 PRINT " M ; I ; TAB. 7'|E7i| TAB< 14>;Ld': TAB' 24';uTFiI';
TAB.' 31.;MTFd>
; TAB. 38); INT , F * 100' / 100:
'520 F = F + FI :
''525 NEXT I
530 PRINT CHR* ..4> ; "PRt.0"
'5 35 RETURN
550 PEM :
9570 REM : XXXXXXXXX. .'X'XXXXx'xxX.\.x' a>T-/ <x\xx * * * \> - ' */ * ' x.x x />. XxxXXXxft/XXXXXXXX1- 'XX
9669 REM :
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JLIST 9665-9935
9665 REM I SUBROUTINE
9618 REM i CREATES FILES FOR APPLEPLOT
9615 REM i
9628 MM* - "
9625 MM* - NM* 4 NN*
9638 PRINT "SAVE ' iMM*
9635 A* - CHR* (4) : PRINT A*; 'OPEN'MM* i PRINT A*; 'WRITE'MM*
9646 PRINT Tl PRINT NUM
9645 FOR I - 1 TO Ti PRINT (I - 1) : PRINT XREAL(I)i NEXT
9656 PRINT A* | "CLOSE 'MM*: RETURN
9678 REM i
9668 REM i XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX>300<XX
9768 REM I
9763 REM : SUBROUTINE
9785 REM : NOR^LIZE
9716 REM i
9715 MAX - ABS (XREAL(D)
9726 FOR I - 2 TO T
9725 IF ABS (XREALd)) > MAX THEN NWX - ABS (XREAL(I))
9738 NEXT I
9735 FOR I - 1 TO T
9748 XREAL(I) - XREALd) / MAX
9745 NEXT I
9758 RETURN
9778 REM I
9768 REM I XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX>DOOOCKX>DOOO<
9868 REM i
9863 REM i SUBROUTINE
9865 REM I DERIVATIVE
9616 REM i
9815 FOR I - 1 TO T - 1
9826 L(I> - (XREALd 4 1) - XREAL(I)) / DX
9825 IF L(I) < HI THEN 9835
9838 HI - Ld)
9835 NEXT I
9848 FOR I 1 TO T
9845 XREALd) Ld)
9856 NEXT I
9855 RETURN
9866 REM I
9876 REM I XXXXXXXXX>0OOOO(XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
9866 REM i
9968 HOME l VTAB 5 l
9985 REM I
9916 REM i READY FOR A NEW EDGE TRACE
9913 REM i
9915 INPUT "ANOTHER SET OF DATA(Y/N) ?"|G*
9926 IF G* - "Y" THEN RUN
9925 IF G* - 'N' THEN GOTO 9935
9938 GOTO 9966
9935 HOME I END
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1LIST
16 CLEAR i HOME i VTAB 5:
15 REM i
28 REM i NOISE GENERATOR TEST
22 REM i CREATED BY JEAN CLAUDE CROTEAU
23 REM i CANADIAN ARMED FORCES
24 REM i AUGUST 1983
25 REM i
38 INPUT . 6F POINTS IN THE ANALYSIS - "iN:
48 DIM E(N)
56 U - 6 1 -GOSUB 166 1
66 PRINT CHR* (4);'PR*l"i PRINT i PRINT 'FiANDOM NOISE GENERATOR" : PRINT : PRIN
T 'N - "|N;' POINTS': PRINT "MEAN VALUE - ;
MEAN: PRINT "VARIANCE - "|VAR: PRINT 'STAND. DEV. - " ;STD:
76 U - 3: GOSUB 166:
86 PRINT i PRINT "N - ";N;" POINTS": PRINT 'MEAN VALUE - DC - -;MEAN: PRINT 'VA
RIANCE - -|VAR: PRINT 'STAND. DEV. - ';STD:
96 VAR - iiSTD - 6 :MEAN - 6:Y - 6 :MAX 6:
186 FOR I - 1 TO N:E(I> - E(I> ? (.5 A ( 1 ? 2) > lY - Y 4 Ed): IF ABS (Ed>) >
ABS (MAX) THEN MAX Ed) l
118 NEXT I
126 MEAN -Y/N
136 FOR I - 1 TO NiVAR - VAR 4 (Ed) - MEAN) * 2: NEXT I
135 VAR - VAR / N:STD - VAR A ( 1 / 2) :
146 PRINT i PRINT 'N - ';N;" POINTS": PRINT "MEAN VALUE - DC/SQR..5) - "jMEAN:
PRINT 'VARIANCE - ';VAR: PRINT 'ST**ID.DEV. -
;STDl PRINT 'MAX VALUE - ';MAX: PRINT CHR* (4>;'PR#6
156 END
168 Y - 8
178 FOR I - 1 TO N
168 X 8 1
198 FOR J - 1 TO 6 :X - X 4 RND (8) I NEXT J:
266 E(I) - X - U
216 Y - Y 4 E(I>
226 NEXT I
236 MD*. -Y/N
248 VAR - 6
256 FOR I - 1 TO NlVAR - VAR 4 (Ed) - MEAN)
* 2i NEXT I
266 VAR - VAR / N
276 STD - VAR * (1/2)
286 RETURN
296 REM l
368 REM i XXXXXX>0OOOC<XXXXXXXXXXXXXX>DOOOC<XX>3OOC<XXXX
316 REM i
HP-41C : SECOND MOMENT
63
6 r LBL M2 24 X4 1-? 47 X-? 78 RCL 66 93 X
62 CLRG 25 PROMPT 46 PROMPT 71 X 94 CHS
X
E63 CF27 26 STO 68 49 STO 68 72 STO+67 95
64 o-f points-? 27 - 56 LBL 63 73 RCL 81 96 MTF-
65 PROMPT 28 CHS 51 1 74 ST0462 97 ARCL X
86 STO 86 29 RCL 63 52 STO- 64 75 GTO 83 98 AVIEW
87 dx-? 36 / 53 RCL 64 76 LBL 84 99 STOP
88 PROMPT 31 RCL 62 54 RCL 88 77 RCL 07 166 GTO 65
69 STO 6 1 32 X 55 XOY? 78 M2- 161 END
18 p<tk value-? 33 ST6465 56 GTO 84 79 ARCL X
11 PROMPT 34 RCL 61 57 RCL 88 86 AVIEW
12 STO 83 35 ST04 62 58 x+l? 81 STOP
13 x-? 36 GTO 61 59 PROMPT 82 LBL 65
14 PROMPT 37 LBL 62 66 STO 68 83 +>tr?
15 STO 68 38 8 61 - 84 PROMPT
2
85 X16 LBL 61 39 STO 84 62 CHS
17 1 46 6 63 RCL 83 86 ENTER
18 STO+64 41 STO 62 64 / 87 PI
2
19 RCL 64 42 RCL 65 65 STO 86 88 X
28 RCL 86 43 Ml- 66 RCL 82 89 X
21 X<-Y? 44 ARCL X 67 RCL 85 96 RCL 67
22 GTO 62 45 AVIEW 68
2
X
91 X
23 RCL 68 46 STOP 69 92 2
HP-41C : STATISTICAL APPROACH
64
61 LBL M2 24 X4 1-? 47 ENTER 76 AVIEW
82 CLRG 25 PROMPT 48 RCL 89 71 STOP
83 CF27 26 STO 88 49 /
2
X
72 LBL 83
84 o-f point*-? 27 - 56 73 Freq-?
85 PROMPT 28 CHS 51 STO 12 74 PROMPT
66 STO 68 29 RCL 63 52 RCL 16 75 RCL 11
87 dx-? 38 / 53 RCL 69 76 X
2
X68 PROMPT 31 ST0469 54 / 77
89 STO 81 32 STO 11 55 RCL 12 78 CHS
18 peak value-? 33 RCL 82 56 - 79 PI
11 PROMPT 34 X 57 SQRT 88 X
X
E12 STO 83 35 ST0485 58 STO 12 81
13 x-? 36 RCL 11 59 2 82 mt-f-
14 PROMPT 37 ENTER 66 ENTER 83 ARCL X
15 STO 88 38 RCL 62
2
X
61 PI 84 AVIEW
16 LBL 81 39 62 X 85 STOP
17 1 46 X 63 SQRT 86 GTO 83
18 ST0464 41 ST04 16 64 ENTER 87 END
19 RCL 84 42 RCL 81 65 RCL 12
26 RCL 88 43 ST0482 66 X
21 XOY? 44 GTO 61 67 STO 11
22 GTO 62 45 LBL 82 68 Gui. K^
23 RCL 88 46 RCL 85 69 ARCL. X
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